We study effective three-particle interactions between valence electrons, which are induced by the core polarization. Such interactions are enhanced when valence orbitals have strong overlap with the outermost core shell, in particular for the systems with partially filled f -shell. We find that in certain cases the three-particle contributions are large, affecting the order of energy levels, and need to be included in high-precision calculations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Accurate prediction of atomic properties is crucial for many applications, ranging from tests of fundamental physics [1, 2] to building ultra-precise atomic clocks [3] . In recent years, atoms and ions with more complicated electronic structure, including lanthanides and actinides were in the focus of many studies [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . In particular, highly-charged ions (HCI) with open nf -shells have been suggested for the design of high-precision atomic clocks and the search for the variation of the fine-structure constant [11, 12] . These applications require accurate predictions of transition wavelengths and other atomic properties, motivating further development of high-precision atomic methodologies.
It is well known that three-particle interactions play important role in nuclear physics. Such interactions arise, for example, because of the internal structure of the nucleons, see Fig. 1 .a. If the nucleon c polarizes the nucleon b, then interaction of the latter with the third nucleon a is modified. In atomic physics we deal with pointlike electrons and such mechanism of generating effective three-particle interactions is absent. However, atoms have electronic shell structure and interactions between valence electrons are modified by the stronger bound core electrons, which form a kind of inhomogeneous dielectric medium. This is known as the core-polarization, or the screening effect and is described by the diagrams of the type of Fig. 1 .b. The loop in this diagram includes the sums over all core states n and all possible states α above the core. However, some of the states α can be occupied by valence electrons and should be excluded due to the Pauli principle. This leads to the diagram Fig. 1 .c, which cancels contributions of the states α = b, b in the diagram Fig. 1 .b. Therefore we can say that three-electron interactions (TEI) between valence electrons appear because core polarizability depends on the presence of the valence electrons. Note that TEI are also considered in condensed matter physics, see, e. g. [13] .
The diagram Fig. 1 .c (and its possible permutations)
is the only three-electron diagram in the second order of the many-body perturbation theory (MBPT) in residual two-electron interaction. In the case of initial three electron state (a, b, c) and final state (a , b , c ) there are 36 diagrams, which differ by permutations of these states. This number rapidly grows with the number of valence electrons and the number of valence configurations, which are included in the calculation. As a result, the total contributions of such diagrams for polyvalent atoms may be large.
FIG. 1: Effective interactions. (a)
Complex particles: the particle c polarizes the particle b, which then interacts with the particle a; (b) Screened interaction: the particle c polarizes the core and interacts with the particle a; (c) The particles a, b, and c interact through the excitation of the core.
Effective TEI described by the diagram Fig. 1 .c were introduced in Ref. [14] within the CI+MBPT approach. This approach combines the configuration interaction (CI) method for treating valence correlations with MBPT for core-valence and core-core correlations. Since then this method was used for calculations of various properties of polyvalent atoms with several closed core shells [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . Later, a CI+AO (all order) method was developed in [22] [23] [24] . It includes higher-order core valence correlations by combining configuration interaction and linearized coupled-cluster approach.
In Ref. [14] neutral Tl was calculated as a three-valence atom and TEI contribution to the valence energy was found to be very small, on the order of 10 cm −1 , leading to the omission of TEI contributions in a vast majority of later calculations. The reason for the suppression of the TEI contribution is clear from Fig. 1 .c: valence orbitals b and b typically have very small overlap with all core orbitals n. However, this is not always the case. When valence d, or f shells are filled, they may have relatively large overlap with the outermost core shell, which in these cases has the same principal quantum number. In Ref. [25] TEI corrections to the transitions frequencies of Ti + were found to be from 100 to 200 cm −1 . The ground configuration of Ti + is 3d 2 4s and the outermost core shell is 3p. The 3d and 3p shells are not spatially separated and have significant overlap, resulting in the enhancement of the TEI contributions.
As we noted above, there is significant recent interest in HCI with optical transitions between the states of configurations with 4f and 5f electrons [11, 12] . Two very important experimental steps toward development of new frequency standards with these systems and subsequent application to the search for a possible variation of the fine-structure constant α were recently completed. First, predicted 5s -4f transitions were detected in a number of HCI [26] . Second, sympathetic cooling of Ar
13+
with Be + was demonstrated [27] paving the way to placing the highly-charged ions on the same footing as the singly-charged ions such as Al + currently used for optical atomic clocks [28] .
Recent work [10] 2 , respectively. We expect that valence 4f orbitals have large overlap with the core shell 4d, significantly enhancing three-particle interactions. Since prediction of accurate transition energies in these highly-charged ions is crucial for rapid experimental progress, it is important to evaluate the TEI contributions in these systems, which have been so far omitted in all relevant HCI calculations.
In this paper we study the role of such effective threeelectron interactions in the spectra of polyvalent atoms and ions. Below we calculate TEI corrections to transition frequencies of the following ions: Ce 9+ , Pr 9+,10+ , Nd 10+,11+ , Sm 13+ , and Eu 14+ . We also calculate properties of the U 2+ ion as an example of the tetravalent system with the partially filled 5f shell [29] . We find that TEI corrections to the valence energies are typically of the order of few hundred cm −1 in these systems, but may exceed a thousand cm −1 . In some cases this is enough to change the order of low-lying levels significantly affecting theoretical predictions.
II. THEORY
We use Dirac-Coulomb-Breit Hamiltonian in the nopair approximation [30, 31] . Low-lying levels of ions are found with the CI+AO method [23] . In this method, the core-valence and core-core correlations are treated using the linearized coupled-cluster method in the singledouble approximation [32, 33] instead of the second order MBPT used in the CI+MBPT approach. A complete treatment of the TEI at the CI+AO level involves modification of the TEI diagrams in Fig. 1 .c to the form presented in Fig. 2 , where one Coulomb-Breit interaction is substituted by the respective cluster core-valence amplitude [22] . However, we find it sufficient to carry out CI+AO calculations of the wavefunctions and then treat TEI corrections within the second order MBPT for the systems of interest.
FIG. 2:
The effective three-electron interaction in the coupled-cluster approximation. Double vertical line corresponds to the two-electron core-valence cluster amplitude. Such amplitudes are found by solving standard cluster equations [23] . Then, the TEI diagrams are evaluated using the resulting cluster amplitudes.
Our initial approximation corresponds to the HartreeFock potential of the core, V Nc , where N c is the number of core electrons. Such approximation completely neglects interactions between valence electrons and may be too crude for some neutral polyvalent atoms [24] , but is sufficiently good for HCIs. Next, we form an effective Hamiltonian for valence electrons:
where H FC is the Hamiltonian in the frozen-core approximation, which includes Coulomb-Breit interactions between valence electrons and the core potential V Nc . The energy-dependent operator Σ(E) accounts for the core polarization effects, such as in Fig. 1 .b. In the second order of MBPT this operator is a three-electron operator. In higher orders it is the N v -electron operator, where N v is the number of valence electrons (we assume that N v ≥ 3 and N = N c +N v is the total number of electrons in the system). At this stage we neglect three-electron and many-electron interactions and consider operator Σ as a two-electron operator. Explicit expressions for Σ are given in Refs. [14, 23] . We use the Davidson algorithm to find L lowest eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the operator H eff (typically L ∼ 10).
Selection rules for three-electron matrix elements are much weaker than for two-electron ones and the number of nonzero matrix elements of the effective Hamiltonian drastically increases. Consequently, the matrix becomes less sparse. Forming and diagonalizing such matrix in a complete configurational space is impractically timeconsuming. Instead, we include TEI by forming a small L×L matrix using eigenfunctions from the previous stage of the computation. Diagonalization of this matrix gives us eigenvalues with TEI corrections. This approach radically reduces the number of required three-electron diagrams without significant loss of accuracy.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. [34] and [35] respectively. In-like ions were calculated in [34] in two approximations, either as systems with one, or three valence electrons. Similarly, Sn-like ions were treated in [35] as systems with two, or four valence electrons. Calculations with three and four valence electrons include correlations more completely and are expected to be more accurate. On the other hand, in these approximations we need to include TEI contributions. In this work, we use eigenfunctions obtained in [10, 34, 35] and add TEI corrections as discussed above. 2 . Selection rules for the 5s 2 4f and 4f 3 configurations require even multipoles and prohibit vertexes with 4d core shell electrons; thus, for these configuration the 4d contribution to TEI diagrams vanishes.
Trivalent ions considered in this work have the following low-lying valence configurations with 4f electrons: 5s 2 4f , 5s4f 2 , and 4f 3 . Fig. 3 illustrates that the contribution from the uppermost 4d core shell in TEI is also shown in the central panel of Fig. 4 . The TEI corrections shift levels of the odd parity down by approximately 500 cm −1 , with the only exception of one level at the top of the plot. For this level there is large nondiagonal TEI interaction with the lower level of the same J and parity. This interaction is shown by the vertical arrow. There are no contributions of the uppermost core shell 4d to the TEI diagrams for the pure 5s 2 5p 2 configuration. On the other hand, the configuration interaction for these ions is stronger than for three electron ions and the 4d shell contributes even to those levels, which nominally belong to the 5s 2 5p 2 configuration. Moreover, the number of permutations of the TEI diagrams for four-electron ions is larger leading to an additional enhancement of the TEI corrections. Our results are presented in Table II . Spectrum of Nd 10+ is also shown in Fig. 4 . We see that TEI corrections for all configurations are positive and large, on the order of 1000 cm −1 . Respective energy shifts relative to the ground state are significantly smaller, about 600 cm −1 , or less. We conclude that the size of TEI corrections for Pr 9+ and Nd 10+ is not so sensitive to the leading configuration and, therefore, is less predictable based on the selection rule arguments, since it is significantly affected by the configuration interaction.
In this section we consider U 2+ as an example of an ion with the partially filled 5f shell. This ion has 4 valence electrons and the [1s 2 . . . 5d 10 6s 2 6p 6 ] core. Lowlying configurations include 5f 3 6d, 5f 3 7s, and 5f 4 . Here, two valence orbitals have large overlap with the core: 5f overlaps with the 5d shell, while 6d overlaps with the 6p shell. As a result, the TEI corrections are very large for the 5f 3 6d and 5f 3 7s configurations. For the 5f 4 configuration selection rules for multipoles suppress the TEI corrections. We use results from Ref. [29] as a starting point for our calculation. In Table III we present the calculated spectrum of U 2+ from Ref. [29] and our TEI corrections to the energies. Both spectra are also shown in the right panel of Fig. 4 .
We see that TEI corrections in U 2+ are large and significantly differ even for levels of the same configuration. This can be explained by the large number of diagrams for the four-electron system which can either add coherently or cancel each other. As expected, TEI corrections for the levels of the 5f 4 configuration are several times smaller than for two other configurations due to selection rules.
The U 2+ ion has the very dense spectrum with a typical level spacing of few hundred cm −1 even near the ground state. This is much smaller than the average TEI correction. Moreover, the dispersion of TEI corrections is also larger than the typical level spacing. Thus, it is not surprising that the order of levels appears to be significantly different when TEI corrections are taken into account (see the right panel of Fig. 4 ). We note, however, that TEI corrections are insufficient to significantly improve agreement between our theory and the experiment for U 2+ .
C. Accuracy analysis
Let us briefly discuss how accurately we account for TEI interactions. Potentially there are three sources of errors:
(1) Incompleteness of the one-electron basis set. It is clear from Fig. 1 .c that in TEI diagrams we do not sum over intermediate states (the only sum is over core states), so there is no error associated with the final basis set.
(2) The truncation of the contributions from the subdominant configurations. We neglect small contributions to the eigenfunctions when calculating TEI corrections. Typically, the configurational mixing accounts for 10% correction to the binding energy. Main part of this corrections comes from the small number of leading configurations, which we take into account. We estimate the neglected part of this correlation correction to be on the order of 2 -3% of the largest TEI correction. (3) High-order corrections to TEI diagrams. We calculate TEI corrections within the second order MBPT, Fig. 1 .c, instead of using more accurate expression Fig. 2 . Higher-order terms typically give 5 -10% corrections to the second order diagrams. As long as the cluster amplitudes in the diagram Fig. 2 are the same as in twoelectron valence diagrams, we can expect similar size of the high-order corrections here, i.e. 5 -10%.
We conclude that our error for the TEI contribution can be up to 10%. According to this estimate we can assign the TEI error bar to be 50 cm −1 for three-electron ions from Table I and about 100 cm −1 for four-electron ions from Table II . For U 2+ both CI and high-order errors are the largest. We can assume here a conservative error bar of 200 cm −1 . All these error bars for TEI corrections are smaller than the total theoretical errors, so they do not affect the overall accuracy of the theory.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We calculated corrections to the energies of several heavy polyvalent ions from the effective three-electron interactions induced by the core polarization. We find that these corrections may be on the order of 1000 cm −1 for systems with partially filled 4f , or 5f shells. Atoms and ions with the partly filled f -shell usually have very dense spectrum and TEI corrections can change the predicted order of energy levels. Large TEI diagrams obey specific selection rules. For some configurations these selection rules cannot be satisfied suppressing the TEI corrections for levels of such configurations.
The number of TEI diagrams rapidly grows with the number of valence electrons and Hamiltonian matrix becomes less sparse. This makes it very difficult to account for TEI corrections accurately when they become large. Here we used relatively simple approximation when we calculated TEI corrections only in a small subspace spanned by lower eigenvectors of the unperturbed problem. This method works for the eigenvalues, but may be insufficient for other observables.
Finally, we note that ions considered here are sufficiently heavy for QED corrections to be important. In fact, QED corrections appear to be of the same order as TEI corrections considered here. Therefore, accurate calculations have to account for both types of corrections. However, an accurate treatment of QED corrections in many-electron systems is highly non-trivial [36] [37] [38] [39] and this topic is studied elsewhere [40] .
